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THE STATE OF ABM ANALYTICS
It’s hard to find a B2B company that hasn’t made a serious bet on marketing analytics by investing in dedicated resources and
technology. Yet many B2B marketers report that they still struggle with data management, aren’t leveraging their marketing data to
the fullest, don’t know how to glean meaningful insight, can’t show ROI, or all of the above.

80%

41%

42%

48%

struggle to manage the
volume, variety, and velocity
of their marketing data.
(eConsultancy)

say they have difficulty
tracking effectiveness
and spend.
(eConsultancy)

believe they are
capable of converting
data into insight.
(eConsultancy)

still rely on experience
rather than data to make
marketing decisions.
(eConsultancy)

65%

52%

1.6X

of senior marketing executives
don’t use data to make
decisions. (Deloitte)

of B2B marketers say their
company’s ability to measure and
analyze marketing impact is either
sub-par or non-existent. (TNW)

B2B Marketers that calculate ROI
are 1.6 times more likely to receive
higher budgets. (HubSpot)

Don’t worry, this is actually good news for forward-thinking B2B marketers! Companies that master marketing analytics will gain
competitive advantage. They are also likely to exceed growth plans and increase annual budgets.
Let’s take a look at the challenges of B2B analytics and how ABM analytics can overcome these challenges.
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How B2B Analytics are Unique (Hint: A Complex Buyer’s Journey)
The B2B buying process is long and often complicated. It’s not transactional like the B2C buying process, where typical ROI
measurements are Click-Through Rates (CTRs) and number of form fills. The B2B journey can last months to years, crossing many
channels and touchpoints. Decision-makers can include 6 to 10 individuals with shared company goals, but likely varied needs.
It’s our job as B2B marketers to build and deepen relationships over these long periods while moving our prospects along the
customer journey -- from awareness to closed opportunity.

B2B marketing analytics is a unique beast

It’s dense -- we gather large
amounts of data across a variety
of campaigns, programs, and
initiatives over long periods of time.

It’s complex -- Our data doesn’t
live in one place--we have to
blend, and analyze data from a
variety of sources.

It’s funnel-based -- We need
frameworks for understanding
how, over time, we solidify our
relevance with customers.

How ABM Analytics are Outcome-driven (Hint: Business ROI)
ABM ROI is not a soft-fuzzy concept. Most Account-Based Marketers track and work to optimize traditional upper funnel metrics
like CTRs or form fills. But for ABM, goals need to be aligned with business outcomes -- KPI’s at the bottom-of-the-funnel. To make
informed decisions about ABM programs, traditional sales and business outcomes must include:
•

Target account pipeline opportunities

•

Sales revenue

•

Average deal size

•

Average funnel velocity
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Your average B2B marketer may focus on one (or more) metrics: increasing web traffic, increasing downloads, video views, email
opens, etc. Yet there are just two central concepts to ABM -- accounts and revenue. An ABM analytics approach has to include:
1. Reporting on accounts
2. Calculating revenue
3. Measuring efficiency

The bottom line is Account-Based Marketers use sophisticated account-focused, full-funnel analytics to gain insights and take action
on what matters. Though ABM goals are focused on bottom-of-the-funnel, it’s crucial to move accounts through the entire journey,
from awareness to engagement to conversion. Here’s what to look for, how to look for it, and how to take action.
Over the next several sections, let’s unpack how to use ABM analytics to:
•

Leverage user behavior and purchase intent

•

Discover your most effective segmentation strategies

•

Deliver targeted and relevant campaigns

•

Optimize campaigns

•

Increase engagement

•

Move prospects through the customer journey

•

Showcase the effectiveness of your ABM program
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BASIC ACCOUNT-BASED ANALYTICS
As mentioned, it’s all about accounts and revenue. You’ll gather and analyze two types of data: funnel metrics (account behavior)
and business outcomes (revenue). You need to track behaviors not just within target accounts, but also among segments (groups of
accounts). Depending on what your segmentation strategy is, you’ll want to track and analyze your data by industry, company size,
customer type, or journey stage, etc. You’ll first want to understand the definitions of funnel metrics and business outcomes.

Funnel Metrics
Drive marketing impact -- track target account behaviors in upper and mid-funnel. Then optimize for:
1. Gaining insights into what works best.

2. Identifying blocks to success.

Business Outcomes
Measure marketing impact -- connect marketing activities to business outcomes. Evaluate ABM success in sales and business
terms: target accounts in the pipeline, wins, average deal size, and funnel velocity.
Putting funnel metrics and business outcomes together, you’ll arrive at a full set of basic Account-Based Marketing metrics.
ABM analytics tracks and measures the following metrics within target accounts, segments, and/or campaign audiences.
Engagement

Awareness

• % of Target Accounts Engaged

• % of Target Accounts on site

• # Page views

• # Net New Target Accounts on site

• # Pages/session

• # Sessions

• Ave. Session Duration
• Ave. Bounce rate
• Ave. Conversion rate
• Ave. Returning user rate
• # Users from Target Accounts

Conversion

• # New Target Accounts Engaged

• # Marketing Qualified Leads (MQLs)
• # Sales Accepted Leads (SALs)
• MQL/SAL conversion rate

Outcomes
• SAL/pipe conversion rate
• # Accounts in pipe
• Ave. Close rate
• Ave. Contract Value
• Ave. Funnel Velocity
• Revenue
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Using Control Groups and Comparison Audiences
Comparing audiences to each other, to control groups, and to themselves (over time) is an essential analytical tool for developing
audience insight. Here are a few good examples and ways to do this:
•

# Site visits before and after a campaign launch -- insight into whether or not your ad generated awareness.

•

# Site visits from Target Accounts vs. Control Group -- insight into whether your Target Account list is aware of your brand.

•

# Page views from Healthcare companies vs. Financial Service companies -- insight into which verticals are more engaged.

•

# Pages per session from one Campaign Audience to another -- insight into which campaigns are better at driving engagement.

•

$ Revenue generated from Target Accounts vs. Non-Target Accounts.

Sources of ABM Data
Because ABM analytics follows segments, funnel metrics, and business outcomes, you have to tap a number of data sources to get
the full picture. Generally speaking, you’ll be looking at five primary sources for target account data:
DEMANDBASE
ANALYTICS

• Account-based data,

e.g., company name, annual
revenue, industry, geo

• Off-site behavior,

e.g., trending keyword intent

• On-site behavior,

e.g., visits, page views,
sessions, users

GOOGLE ANALYTICS

CRM

FIRST-PARTY DATA

MARKETING
AUTOMATION SYSTEMS

• Account-based data,
e.g., company name, size,
annual revenue, industry,
geo

• On-site behavior,

e.g., visits, page views,
pages viewed, sessions,
users, bounce rates, goal
completions

• Accounts in pipe
• Win rate
• Average deal size
• Funnel velocity

• First-party data or
custom dimensions
you want to track and
report on e.g., Account
Owner, Account Tier,
Customer/Prospect/Partner,
Campaign Code, etc.

• Traffic sources, e.g.,

• Marketing Qualified
Leads, Sales
Accepted Leads,
Sales Qualified Leads,
Closed/Won business,
Investment-topipeline, Investmentto-revenue

SEO, SEM, email, display

So, you know what metrics to gather and where to find them, then what? Let’s look at
a few examples of how to move from gathering data to gathering actionable insights.
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Marketers often use the words metrics, analytics, and insights interchangeably.
They are related, yet different. Here’s how:
Metrics

Analytics

Metrics tell you what happened. Metrics are raw
data points that reveal changes in how potential
accounts interact with your brand.

Analytics tell you where to focus. Analytics
analyze performance by comparing metrics
over time within and among audiences.

Insight

Action

Insight tells you how you’re doing. Insight into
performance tells you where you are doing
well, and where you are in trouble.

Action is taken when you know the
insights into what you need to do more of
and what you need to change.

Metrics

Analytics

Insight

Action
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How to Approach Insight Gathering
Marketers tend to be pretty good at collecting metrics, and some of us are even good at analyzing
those metrics through a business and account lens. Still many are a little unclear on exactly how to
put metrics and analytics together to form insight. Here’s a framework for key insight areas you’ll
want your ABM analytics to address:

Audiences, firmographics

Campaigns

Looking for insights within and across audiences (as
well as firmographic data) can inform your segmentation
strategy. And if you already have a strategy, it could
reveal how well it is performing. If you don’t know which
industries to focus on, here’s a place to start. Analyze the
firmographic makeup of accounts visiting and engaging on
your site. If your focus is on upsell, you’ll want to view your
data through a customer lens.

When it comes to campaign insight, you’ll be looking at the
same onsite and offsite behaviors, but within the context of
a campaign. Notice which campaign targets are visiting the
site, are actively engaging, and the specific content they are
engaging. You’ll use these key insights to optimize campaigns
and prioritize sales outreach.

Programs and initiatives
Behaviors
Account-Based Marketing looks for insight across two key
behavior areas: onsite and offsite. Onsite behaviors such
as identifying target accounts that have visited, how often,
pages viewed, and pages bounced provide insight into the
success of an ad campaign, landing page design, or content
strategy. Insight into offsite behavior such as keyword intent
-- or specific topics your target accounts are interested in -can inform messaging, campaign design, SEO strategy, and
importantly, sales strategy. Sharing account insight with sales
-- and having them prioritize their outreach accordingly -- is a
vital part of ABM success.

Did the target account engagement increase or decrease
after rolling out new messaging? Which accounts should be
invited to our VIP dinner? Did participating in that industry
event increase awareness among target accounts? Target
account behavioral insight should be leveraged to inform
programs and initiatives across the entire marketing function,
from e-mail marketing to field events.
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Taking Action
When it comes to taking action, you’ll be doing one of two things: leaning in on “good” ideas -- those that move target accounts
through the funnel and result in positive business outcomes, or pulling back on “bad” ideas -- those that aren’t.

Let’s have a look at the full process with a couple examples
Metrics

Analytics

Insight

Action

METRIC: 42% of target accounts engaged on our website this month.
ANALYTICS: Target account web engagement is down 10% this month compared to last month.
INSIGHT: We need to boost engagement.
ACTION: Let’s personalize key web pages.

METRIC: 02% of target accounts in our ad campaign converted onsite last week.
ANALYTICS: The bounce rate on our landing page was higher than average.
INSIGHT: Our landing page experience is sub-par.
ACTION: Optimize the landing page.

METRIC: The CTR on our latest campaign was twice the average.
ANALYTICS: The CTR doubled when we switched from abstract campaign imagery to human imagery.
INSIGHT: Our target accounts respond better to human imagery in ads.
ACTION: Revise ad creative to include human imagery.

In the next section, you’ll learn a framework for stitching together metrics, analytics,
insight and action across the full customer journey -- and the marketing team.
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ANALYTICS FOR ACTION ACROSS THE FUNNEL
For each ABM metric in this section, you’ll be able to identify:
•

Data sources, key reports, and meaningful insights

•

Marketers who will care most

•

Actions to take

Recall that ABM analytics track changes in key metrics within target accounts, segments, campaign audiences, or all three. Gather
and compare each metric period-over-period, pre and post campaigns, and events.

ABM ANALYTICS FOR AWARENESS
METRIC

% Accounts
on site

#Net New
Accounts on site

DATA SOURCE

Demandbase Campaign
Reporting

Demandbase Campaign
Reporting
GA Visitor Composition
Report

WHO CARES

ACTIONS FOR INCREASING
AWARENESS

VP Marketing

Demandbase ABM
Analytics

Demandbase ABM
Analytics
#Sessions

INSIGHT

Digital Marketers
Field Marketers
If awareness is
increasing or decreasing
over time
If a campaign or event
increased awareness

Demand Gen

Digital Marketers

Launch awareness campaign
or initiative, e.g, top-of-funnel.
digital advertising
Revise/optimize current
campaigns and initiatives,
e.g., iterate on ad messaging,
creative and offers
Revise target account list, e.g,
look for better opportunities

Field Marketers
Demand Gen
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ABM ANALYTICS FOR ENGAGEMENT
METRIC

DATA SOURCE

INSIGHT

WHO CARES

ACTIONS FOR INCREASING
ENGAGEMENT

VP Marketing
% Accounts Engaged

Demandbase ABM
Analytics

If engagement is
increasing over time

Digital Marketers
Field Marketers
Demand Gen

#Page views

#Pages/session
Ave. Session Duration

Demandbase ABM
Analytics
GA Visitor
Composition Report

If conversion is
increasing over time
Digital Marketers

GA Visitor
Composition Report

If a campaign
was successful at
increasing engagement

Ave. Conversion Rate

Demandbase ABM
Analytics

Which entry or landing
pages need to be

Ave. Returning User
Rate

GA Visitor Composition Report

Ave. Bounce Rate

Launch an engagement
campaign or initiative, e.g., midfunnel digital ad campaign

Field Marketers
Demand Gen

#Users from Accounts

#New Accounts
Engaged

Demandbase ABM
Analytics
GA Visitor
Composition Report

Demandbase ABM
Analytics

Optimize landing pages
Personalize ads and landing
pages
Revise content/offers
Shorten forms
Ungate content
Add live chat

If the wider buying
committee is engaged
VP Marketing
If engagement is
increasing over time for
new accounts

Revise target account list, e.g,
look for better opportunities

Digital Marketers
Demand Gen

If a campaign or event
increased engagement
for new accounts
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ABM ANALYTICS FOR CONVERSION
METRIC

#MQLs

DATA SOURCE

CRM

INSIGHT

If the number of MQLs
and SALs is increasing
over time.
If marketing tactics and
strategies are effective

#SALs

CRM

WHO CARES

If the focus is on the
right accounts

VP Marketing
Digital Marketers
Field Marketers
Demand Gen

MQL/SAL Conversion
Rate

CRM

If marketing is become
more efficient over
time

ACTIONS FOR INCREASING
CONVERSION

Revise/optimize engagement
campaigns and initiatives,
e.g., iterate on ad messaging,
creative and offers.
Shore up sales and marketing
alignment--ensure Sales
is prioritizing based on
engagement data Marketing
provides.
Revise target account list, e.g,
look for better opportunities

ABM ANALYTICS FOR BUSINESS
METRIC

SAL/Pipeline
Conversion Rate

DATA SOURCE

INSIGHT

WHO CARES

ACTIONS FOR INCREASING
BUSINESS OUTCOMES

Demandbase ABM
Analytics or CRM
CMO

#Accounts in Pipe

CRM

If ABM initiatives are
successful

Ave. Close Rate

Demandbase ABM
Analytics or CRM

If marketing is become
more efficient over
time

Ave. Contract Value

CRM

Ave. Funnel Velocity

CRM

VP Marketing
Digital Marketers
Field Marketers
Demand Gen

Shore up sales and marketing
alignment--ensure Sales
is prioritizing based on
engagement data Marketing
provides.
Revise target account list, e.g,
look for better opportunities
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ASKING QUESTIONS OF YOUR ABM DATA
Let’s transition from a general ABM Marketing data lens to using Demandbase ABM Analytics (plus Google Analytics) to retrieve
meaningful account insights.
Practicing ABM analytics means being able to ask simple questions of your marketing data, like:

“Which top 5 industries are visiting my high-level solutions pages?”
And compound questions, like:

“How much target account traffic has come to our site since I launched my last
campaign? How much of that is Enterprise traffic? How much is SMB?
In this section, we’ll provide a set of sample questions and how you would use either Demandbase ABM Analytics or Google
Analytics to get your answer.
First up, Demandbase Analytics. Asking questions in Demandbase is always through an Audience lens -- a predefined set of
accounts you’ve either uploaded to the Platform, imported from Salesforce, or let Demandbase AI (Artificial Intelligence) identify for
you. Pulling insight involves selecting an Audience, navigating to the right view in the Platform, sorting, and (perhaps) using filters.
Next up, Google Analytics. Asking questions of Google Analytics is through a global lens. It will yield data from all identifiable
companies that have visited your site, regardless of whether they are part of a Demandbase Audience. Pulling insight involves
report building -- working with metrics, dimensions, dimension drill-downs, filters, and creating segments.

A NOTE ON ACCOUNT WATCH LISTS
If you’ve provided Demandbase with an Account Watch list -- a full list of all accounts you want to target, those will be separately
identifiable in GA as a custom dimension. If you’ve added other information to your Account Watch list like “Account Owner” or
“Account Tier”, you can report through those lenses as well.
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1. What is the industry breakdown of my target audience?
From the Audience Workbench, click on the blue arrow to the right of the audience in question, and click on Firmographics.

(Source: Demandbase Audiences > Firmographics)
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2. Which of my target accounts have engaged on my site?
From the Audience Workbench, click on the blue arrow to the right of the audience in question, and click on ABM Analytics. In the
report below, 696 accounts have engaged on the site. To see which accounts and drill down into further information, click on the
number of accounts.

(Source: Demandbase Audiences > ABM Analytics)
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3. Did I pick the right target accounts for my Q4 campaign?
Use Demandbase ABM Analytics to compare your Primary Audience (those in your campaign) to a control group of accounts. In the
case below, the audience is more likely to visit, engage and convert on the site -- good news if you’re trying to drive awareness
and engagement with this set. But they are not likely to convert (to an opportunity or sale). This is not necessarily bad news if you’re
trying to make advances into a brand new segment or vertical, or with a new product offering.

(Source: Demandbase ABM Analytics)
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4. Which industries are most active on my key pages?
The GA report design below will first show activity metrics (sessions, users, etc.) by page, with a drill down into industry. When
you click on a page, you’ll see all the industries that have visited. When you click on an industry, you’ll see the companies that
have visited.

(Source: Google Analytics)
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5. What are the activity trends on my site from the Financial Services industry?
The report you’ll create in GA will use Page and Company Name as dimensions, and filter by the Financial Services industry. Note
that you can also filter by any other firmographic data like Company Size or Revenue, or by custom dimensions like Account Tier
if you’ve provided that data in your Account Watch list.

(Source: Google Analytics)
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6. What’s the last page Software & Technology companies see when they leave my site?
It’s often useful to know what is last page visited before exiting the site. This can yield insight into whether the page is less than
optimal and caused an exit. It may also help inform nurture strategies. And if they exit on a product page, deeper product content
might be appropriate for the next email campaign.
In this case, you have one dimension, Exit Page, with no drill downs. Here, you’ll use filtering to view only companies in the Software
& Technology space. You could also choose Entry Page as your dimension and filter by other firmographics like Company Size or
Account Revenue, or by custom dimensions like Account Tier (if you’ve provided that data in your Account Watch list).

(Source: Google Analytics)
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7. Did my last campaign boost engagement?
You’ll want to compare engagement rates within the same audience over two different time periods, so your Primary and
Comparison audiences are the same. Uncheck the “Use same data for both audiences” box and you’ll be able to enter two
date ranges. Say the campaign launch date was August 3 and ran for eight weeks. You’ll want to compare results to the prior
eight weeks.

(Source: Demandbase ABM Analytics)
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8. Which pages should I personalize?
From the Audience Workbench, click on the blue arrow to the right of the Audience in question, and click on Website Activity.
Here you’ll see the top pages your Audience visits, a good indication of high-value pages for this Audience.

(Source: Demandbase Audiences > Website Activity)
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9. Should I hold a VIP event focused on analytics in New York City?
Click on the Audience in question from the Audience Workbench. Use the Intent filter to select relevant keywords and the
Geo-location filter to select the city. For example (below), there are 154 accounts to fit the criteria.

(Source: Demandbase Audiences)
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Using Demandbase Audience filters
There are eighteen filters available on the Demandbase platform. A number of filters
involve intent data, which is not available in GA. Using multiple filters in Demandbase,
there are a wide range of questions you can ask of your data. For example:
•

Which accounts are showing offline intent for my products and services?

•

Which Financial Services companies are showing intent for “network infrastructure”?

•

Are there hospitals in New York, Connecticut, and New Jersey that have visited my
site in the last ten days?

•

Which Enterprise accounts have had more than 20 sessions in the last 30 days?

•

Which $5 billion companies are showing off-site intent for Artificial Intelligence or “AI”?

•

Which $5 billion companies have not been on my site in the last 60 days?

•

Which retail customers have been on my site in the last ten days?

•

Which retail customers showing intent for “database security” have been on my site in
the last 30 days?

•

Which accounts in this audience are showing intent for both “database security” and
“network infrastructure”?

•

How many accounts from New York visited my site after our VIP dinner five days ago?

Using Google Analytics segments
To see more specific slices of GA data, you’ll need to create segments. Consider these
two examples: look at the number of users from a particular country or city and compare
activity on specific pages between Enterprise and SMBs.
Let’s walk through how to create a segment that includes only SMBs and
Enterprises in GA.
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From your report view, click on Add Segment > New Segment (red button) > Conditions > Change. Name your segment and
create the conditions. Use pull-down menus to select how you want to filter the data. In this case, you are filtering by SMBs
and Enterprises. Be sure to select or include both groups.
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If you want to compare segments in GA, you’ll have to create separate ones for each group. Here’s an example of creating
one segment for California, one for Oregon, and the resulting comparison report.
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Demandbase + Google Analytics for maximum insight
Demandbase and Google Analytics are suitable for different things and complement each other well. In broad terms,
Demandbase is better at analyzing behavior -- intent and account activity across the customer journey. Google Analytics is good
for analyzing things like traffic sources, particular web activities like entrance and exit pages, and drilling down into a particular
activity at the page level.
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ABM SUCCESS ANALYTICS
Moving beyond the Demandbase ABM platform, we’ve identified specific ABM Outcome
metrics to predictably demonstrate overall ABM program success.

ABM OUTCOME METRICS
SAL/Pipe Conversion Rate

Positive change in ABM Outcome Metrics should be a part of any C-level reporting.
One way to showcase ABM ROI, for instance, is reduced cost per opportunity. Any way
to demonstrate to senior leadership your ABM efforts resulted in either more savings or
revenue are good stories. In short, ABM is a path to greater marketing efficiency.

#Accounts in Pipe

Before showcasing ABM ROI, you have to ensure your ABM strategy is healthy, or you
won’t have any ABM success stories to tell.

Avg. Funnel Velocity

Revenue
Avg. Close Rate
Avg. Contract Value

Monitoring the health of your ABM strategy
Here are five key diagnostics for monitoring the health of your ABM strategy:
1. Do you have a strategy?
Account-Based Marketing is not a new marketing approach or strategy. It’s just more efficient. And it should include what any
good strategy does: segmenting, targeting, and positioning your solutions so those target audiences will care. Alternatively,
there are several reasons your ABM program could suffer -- If your segmentation strategy is haphazard and unfocused -- If you
target the wrong accounts, or your current market is tapped out. -- If your positioning is not compelling. To ensure your strategy
is sound you have to do some basic math. So before you launch with an ABM strategy, sharpen your pencils to ensure that
revenue targets are achievable with your landed upon segments, targeting, and positioning. If not, then revise.
2. Have you assessed the opportunity potential of your target accounts?
Many marketers will say, for example, they are focused on retail or healthcare because these industries are a good fit for their
products and solutions -- or that’s what they’ve always targeted. Alternatively, they work from sales generated “named account”
lists, which may include only big-name brands. Marketers have to evaluate multiple factors like does the identified account have
a real and timely need? Are they working with competitors? Do they have any money to invest?
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3. Are marketing and sales closely aligned?
The successful Account-Based Marketers spend the most time planning their ABM approaches and coordinating with Sales
on execution. Sales, the ultimate deal closers, need to be dedicated, loyal partners in any ABM initiative. To ensure maximum
results, Sales needs to help select target accounts and act on engagement data marketing provides. Your job as an AccountBased Marketer is to bring Sales meaningful data and analysis, so that each time Sales is at bat they have a better chance of
‘knocking it out of the park’. Swing at the right accounts -- those that have been nurtured along the customer journey and have
a strong propensity to buy.

Tighter alignment between marketing and sales is the No. 1 value that
marketers can demonstrate from ABM today. (Source: Forrester)
4. Are you focused on lead quality or quantity?
It’s hard to overemphasize the folly in an ABM initiative that measures success by lead volume. Most B2B buyers are far down
the purchase path before they ever fill out a form online -- if they ever do. 98% of them won’t. Top ABM marketers track how
well future buyers engage: key decision-makers, unknown prospects who are interested (i.e., showing intent), and overall
activity levels inside the account.
5. Are you committed to building a following with accounts not (yet) ready to buy?
If an account didn’t convert during your last campaign it doesn’t mean you should cross them off your list. You’ll need to invest
in building a better relationship with the account buying team, typically through thought leadership and killer content marketing.
A common failure among marketers is we forget we have to deliver value before asking for something in return. The best way
to offer value is to deepen engagement with each member of the buying committee. Then deliver market assets that align with
the companies’ business values and objectives.

Most marketers adopt ABM to deepen relationships. (Source: Forrester)
If the answer to each of the above questions is yes, your ABM strategy is in good shape.
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Showcasing ABM ROI
One of the best ways to showcase ABM ROI is to compare the outcomes you’ve delivered, as a result of ABM vs. non-ABM
efforts. Do the accounts you’ve focused on -- your target accounts -- enter pipeline more frequently, close faster, and bring in
more revenue than non-target accounts? Are they less costly to acquire? Do they tend to remain customers longer?

62% of Account-Based Marketers say they can measure a positive impact since
adopting ABM. (Source: Forrester)
Importantly, you’ll want to demonstrate that your ABM effort is more efficient than non ABM-centric efforts. This can be measured
at the program level.
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ABM ANALYTICS BEST PRACTICES
Since ABM focuses on two central concepts -- accounts and revenue, Account-Based Marketers must take several unique
approaches to their analytics discipline. Here are 6 Best Practices for ABM Analytics:
1. Measure account activity, not lead activity.
The B2B consideration cycle begins well before any form fills take place. And just
2% of folks complete forms today. Those who do, often enter false information. With
an account-based approach, move from driving quantity (leads) to driving quality
(account engagement and close rates). Increasingly more Account-Based Marketers
are abandoning lead capture entirely. They rightly see forms as impediments to further
engagement and are ungating site content.
2. Gather and act on insight from upper and mid-funnel metrics.
While overall ABM success is measured by business outcomes, Account-Based Marketers
still have to move target accounts along the customer journey. Low measures of
awareness and engagement, for instance, act as leading indicators -- early warning signals
that revenue targets could be missed. Upper and mid-funnel account performance tells
marketers what’s working, what’s not, and where to focus on optimization.
3. Report on business outcomes.
Use analytics to determine which strategies and tactic results your CMO cares about, like
pipeline opportunities, sales revenue, increased average deal size, and funnel velocity.
If you’re focused on acquiring new business or upsells, the business outcomes you care
about might be unique to your company. The bottom line is, report on the real business
outcomes your particular company cares about.

85% of B2B marketers say
leads are their most important
goal, yet most B2B buyers
are already 57% through the
buying process before they
meet with a representative.

TOP B2B MARKETING
SUCCESS METRICS

32% Revenue Growth
23% Return on Investment
23% Customer Retention
23% Customer Acquisition
(Salesforce)
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4. When it comes to marketing attribution, think in journey stages.
The B2B marketing journey is simply too long and complex to assign revenue attribution to any single channel. However, by looking
individually at each journey stage, ABM marketers are better able to see which parts of the marketing mix are most influential at
each stage.

“For a company hyper-focused on building out its database, focusing on
the first touchpoint makes sense. If you’re more interested in learning what
propels an account into a sales cycle, a last touchpoint model can be
effective. If optimizing spend across all channels is your goal, something like a
full-funnel model works. The best way to frame up your answer really depends
on the question you’re asking.” - Nani Shaffer, Sr. Director of Marketing Operations and Demand Generation
5. Give your marketing ops and analytics talent an ABM mindset.
ABM is account-based. That means you need to follow accounts as they go through the entire buyer journey. It also requires
following accounts with different systems and technologies like ABM platforms and CRM systems. It can mean managing data across
tech silos, so ensure your talent resources are comfortable with this skill. If you’re able to manage your data across all systems, this
will catapult you to the head of the (competitive) pack.
6. Align analytics with sales strategy, organizational structure, and process
Account-Based Marketers may have some pretty slick arrows in their quiver, but can’t
actually close the deal. The best way to align with Sales is to provide them with marketing
insight that helps them achieve their goals. And it has to be operationalized. Reporting to
Sales the target accounts that are consuming relevant content offsite, engaging onsite,
and topics of interest are a must for any ABM practice. Getting Sales to prioritize their
outreach efforts is crucial, requiring organizational and process alignment.

72% of B2B marketers
claim managing data across
technology silos is moderately
to extremely challenging.
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B2B marketing is unique because the B2B sales process is complex, involves buying
committees rather than individuals, and is typically long-term. ABM marketers are
different than other B2B marketers because we tackle the complexity of B2B marketing
by focusing on two things: accounts and revenue. As such, the analytics approach must
be account-based and business-outcome focused. When analytics are laser-focused
on these 3 factors:
1. which accounts
2. deliver how much revenue
3. and how efficiently
we put the age-old question of marketing’s contribution to the business to rest.

THANK YOU!
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Demandbase is the leader in Account-Based Marketing (ABM) and an indispensable part of the B2B tech stack. The company offers
the only end-to-end ABM platform that helps B2B marketers identify, engage, close and measure progress against best-fit accounts.
The biggest and fastest growing companies in the world, such as Accenture, Adobe, DocuSign, GE, Salesforce and others rely on
Demandbase to drive their ABM strategy and maximize their marketing performance. The company has been named to the JMP
Securities list “The Hot 100: The Best Privately Held Software Companies,” the Deloitte Fast 500 and named a Gartner Cool Vendor
for Tech Go-To Market. In 2019, Demandbase executives authored the definitive book on ABM, Account-Based Marketing: How to
Target and Engage the Companies That Will Grow Your Revenue. For more information, please visit www.demandbase.com or follow
the company on Twitter @Demandbase.

